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Dependability of Networked Computer-based Systems (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book is meant for research scholars, scientists and practitioners involved with
	the application of computer-based systems in critical applications. Ensuring
	dependability of systems used in critical applications is important due to the
	impact of their failures on human life, investment and environment. The individual
	aspects of...
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Optimization and Security Challenges in Smart Power Grids (Energy Systems)Springer, 2013

	This book provides an overview of state-of-the-art research on “Systems and Optimization Aspects of Smart Grid Challenges.” The authors have compiled and integrated different aspects of applied systems optimization research to smart grids, and also describe some of its critical challenges and requirements.


	The promise...
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Working Effectively with Legacy CodePrentice Hall, 2004

	Get more out of your legacy systems: more performance, functionality, reliability, and manageability Is your code easy to change? Can you get nearly instantaneous feedback when you do change it? Do you understand it? If the answer to any of these questions is no, you have legacy code, and it is draining time and money away from your...
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SQL Server 7 Backup & RecoveryMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Protect your organization's most valuable asset--its data. Develop and implement a thorough data protection solution for your SQL Server 7 database environment. SQL Server 7 Backup & Recovery is your one-stop resource for planning, developing, implementing, and managing backup and restore procedures. Learn to execute data protection strategies,...
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Micro Electro Mechanical System Design (Dekker Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2005

	It is challenging at best to find a resource that provides the breadth of information necessary to develop a successful micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) design. Micro Electro Mechanical System Design is that resource. It is a comprehensive, single-source guide that explains the design process by illustrating the full range of issues...
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Active Directory: Designing, Deploying, and Running Active Directory, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2008

	Active Directory is a common repository for information about objects that reside on
	the network, such as users, groups, computers, printers, applications, and files. The
	default Active Directory schema supports numerous attributes for each object class that
	can be used to store a variety of information. Access Control Lists (ACLs) are...
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...
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Real-Time Stability Assessment in Modern Power System Control CentersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book answers the need for a practical, hands-on guide for assessing power stability in real time, rather than in offline simulations. Since the book is primarily geared toward the practical aspects of the subject, theoretical background is reduced to the strictest minimum. For the benefit of readers who may not be quite familiar with the...
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Mobile HTML5O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build kickass websites and applications for all mobile (and non-mobile) platforms by adding HTML5 and CSS3 to your web development toolkit. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn how to develop web apps that not only work on iOS, Android, Blackberry, and Windows Phone, but also perform well and provide good user experience.
...
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Peer-To-Peer Storage: Security and Protocols (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Press, 2010


	Peer-to-peer (P2P) has proven as a most successful way to produce large

	scale, reliable, and cost-effective applications, as illustrated for file sharing or

	VoIP. P2P storage is an emerging field of application which allows peers to

	collectively leverage their resources towards ensuring the reliability and

	availability of user...
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PostgreSQL Server ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your skills with PostgreSQL to a whole new level with this fascinating guide to server programming. A step by step approach with illuminating examples will educate you in the full range of possibilities.


	Understand the extension framework of PostgreSQL, and leverage it in ways that you haven't even invented yet.


...
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HTML5 and CSS: CompleteCengage Learning, 2012

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. We are

	proud that our previous HTML books have been so well received. With each new edition of

	our HTML books, we have made significant improvements based on the comments made

	by instructors and students. The HTML5 and CSS, Seventh Edition books...
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